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 durable drain cleaning cables save you money
 because they last longer. Learn more about

 the Flexicore Advantage on page 3 of this catalog.

Butt-Weld Connectors
Passes through automatic feeds. No need
to adjust the feed. For 5/8" and 3/4" sizes.

Cup-Type Connectors
Sheath fits over cable for easier repairs.
For 5/16", 3/8", 1/2", 9/16", 5/8" and 3/4" sizes.

Repair Sleeves
Available in 3/8", 1/2", 5/8" and 3/4" sizes.

Cable Maintenance

Flexicore® Cables At the heart of our drain
cleaning machines is our patented Flexicore®

cable. These remarkably effective and

General Flexicore® Cable with Male and Female Connectors.

Snake Oil Classic™

A Great Way to Extend the Life of Your Cables
Snake-Oil Classic preserves and protects sewer cables
against rust and corrosion. It’s better than common
lubricants because its special rust inhibitor cuts through

moisture and replaces it with a rust-resistant coating. You’ll
significantly extend the life of your cables and sewer machine,including
the drum, bearings and power cable feed rollers. Snake Oil Classic also
includes a deodorizer to give equipment a fresh,
clean smell. Available in quarts or gallons.

Quick-Fix™ General’s unique Quick-Fix™ lets you quickly
repair broken drain cables in the field. You can continue
working and finish the job without having to go back to your
shop to repair or replace a broken cable. The Quick-Fix is

available in 1/2", 9/16", 5/8", and 3/4" sizes
with female or male connectors.

Safety Accessories
Double Palm Leather Gloves
Only wear leather gloves when working with a drain
cleaning cable. Never use any other type of glove, such
as cloth, rubber, or coated gloves. Never grasp a rotating cable with a
rag. These items could become wrapped around the cable and cause
serious injury. Available individually or in 12 packs.

Splash/Impact Goggles
Always wear safety glasses to protect against splash and
debris from the drain. Use of this safety equipment may
prevent serious injury. Can be worn over glasses.

or stiffer Proflex which has a spring center. They are available with
a variety of lengths and connectors for General and competitive
brands. With the “G” connector, no torque is put on the locking pin
when running in reverse, making it a more durable coupling.

Sectional Cables  Sectional cables for the Root 66 and
Rodrunner snap together in a second and can be taken apart
quickly with a coupling wrench or key. The open coils screw into
the line making it easier to clear longer lines with less effort. The
5/8" sectional cables are hollow. The 7/8" sectional cables are
available as either hollow or with a Proflex cable core. The 1-1/4"
sectional cables are available in either all-purpose Flexichain
which has a chain center, 15R10-P Pro�ex® Cable with “R” Connector

Flexichain® Cable Pro�ex® Cable “G” Connector “L” Connector

Connectors


